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Googleのソフトウェアエンジニアリング 2021-11-29 現役googleエンジニアたちがソフトウェアエンジニアリングに関する知見を凝縮 データ駆動や論理に基づく決定プロセスを理解
ちいさなビジネス経営の味方 クラウド会計ソフトfreeeで確定申告を1日で完了させる本 2016-12-27 この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列
のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません ことしの年末調整はこの一冊でラクに終わらせよう もっとも使えるクラウド会計サービスとして話題の freee フリー の解説書です 近年 ネットや小さな店舗で 小商い
スモールビジネス を行う人が増えています 趣味の小さな小売店 lineスタンプ販売 アフィリエイト運営 minne出品 同人誌作家などなど 本書は きちんと会計管理したいけど時間がない 確定申告したいけど税理士をお願いするほど売
上がない といった小商いや副業を持つ人に向けたfreeeで確定申告をスピーディ 正確に行うための一冊です 監修 アレシア税理士法人 一部監修 章立て 第1章確定申告を知ろう 第2章クラウド会計ソフト freee を知る 第3
章freeeを使ってみよう 第4章日常の経理にfreeeを使おう 第5章freeeの機能を活用する 第6章 経費 について考える 第7章こんな取引はどう入力する 第8章freeeを使って確定申告をしよう 第9章来年に備えよう
The Neopopular Bubble 2017-01-30 the common critique of media and ratings driven politics envisions democracy
falling hostage to a popularity contest by contrast the following book reconceives politics as a speculative
keynesian beauty contest that alienates itself from the popular audience it ceaselessly targets political actors
unknowingly lean on collective beliefs about the popular expectations they seek to gratify and thus do not follow
popular public opinion as it is but popular public opinion about popular public opinion this book unravels how
collective discourses on the popular have taken the role of intermediary between political elites and electorates
the shift has been driven by the idea of liquid control that postindustrial electorates should be reached through
flexibly designed media campaigns based on a complete understanding of their media immersed lives such a complex
representation of popular electorates actors have believed cannot be secured by rigid bureaucratic parties but has
to be distilled from the collective wisdom of the crowd of consultants pollsters journalists and pundits
commenting on the political process the mediatization of political representation has run a strikingly similar
trajectory to the marketization of capital allocation in finance starting from a rejection of bureaucratic control
promising a more liquid alternative attempting to detect a collective wisdom of about the markets and the people
and ending up in self driven spirals of collective speculation ÿ
The Neopopular Bubble 2017-01-01 the common critique of media and ratings driven politics envisions democracy
falling hostage to a popularity contest by contrast the following book reconceives politics as a speculative
keynesian beauty contest that alienates itself from the popular audience it ceaselessly targets political actors
unknowingly lean on collective beliefs about the popular expectations they seek to gratify and thus do not follow
popular public opinion as it is but popular public opinion about popular public opinion this book unravels how
collective discourses on the popular have taken the role of intermediary between political elites and electorates
the shift has been driven by the idea of liquid control that postindustrial electorates should be reached through
flexibly designed media campaigns based on a complete understanding of their media immersed lives such a complex
representation of popular electorates actors have believed cannot be secured by rigid bureaucratic parties but has
to be distilled from the collective wisdom of the crowd of consultants pollsters journalists and pundits
commenting on the political process the mediatization of political representation has run a strikingly similar
trajectory to the marketization of capital allocation in finance starting from a rejection of bureaucratic control
promising a more liquid alternative attempting to detect a collective wisdom of about the markets and the people
and ending up in self driven spirals of collective speculation



Transition and Economics 2000 the transition from socialism to capitalism in former socialist economies has
transformed the economic structure this book provides an overview of research on the issues raised by the shift
from collective to private ownership
Decolonising Conflicts, Security, Peace, Gender, Environment and Development in the Anthropocene 2021-01-25 in
this book 25 authors from the global south 19 and the global north 6 address conflicts security peace gender
environment and development four parts cover i peace research epistemology ii conflicts families and vulnerable
people iii peacekeeping peacebuilding and transitional justice and iv peace and education part i deals with peace
ecology transformative peace peaceful societies gandhi s non violent policy and disobedient peace part ii
discusses urban climate change climate rituals conflicts in kenya the sexual abuse of girls farmer herder
conflicts in nigeria wartime sexual violence facing refugees the traditional conflict and peacemakingprocess of
kurdish tribes hindustani family shame and communication with roma part iii analyses norms of peacekeeping violent
non state actors in brazil the art of peace in mexico grass roots post conflict peacebuilding in sulawesi
hydrodiplomacyin the indus river basin the rohingya refugee crisis and transitional justice part iv assesses sdgs
and peace in india peace education in nepal and infrastructure based development and peace in west papua peer
reviewed texts prepared for the 27th conference of the international peace research association ipra in 2018 in
ahmedabad in india contributions from two pioneers of global peace research a foreword by johan galtung from
norway and a preface by betty reardon from the united states innovative case studies by peace researchers on
decolonising conflicts security peace gender environment and development in the anthropocene the new epoch of
earth and human history new theoretical perspectives by senior and junior scholars from europe and latin america
on peace ecology transformative peace peaceful societies and gandhi s non violence policy case studies on climate
change sdgs and peace in india conflicts in kenya nigeria south sudan turkey brazil and mexico roma in hungary the
refugee crisis in bangladesh peace action in indonesia and india pakistan and peace education in nepal
Normalization and Prediction of Geotechnical Properties Using the Cone Penetrometer Test (CPT) 1994 this research
was to develop techniques for 1 stress normalization of cpt measurements and geotechnical properties and 2 cpt
prediction of geotechnical properties using cone and sleeve friction resistance values stress normalization allows
a variable geotechnical property to be reduced to an equivalent value at a standard confining stress a new concept
the stress focus was identified which provides a basis for understanding soil strength as a function of confining
stress this study demonstrated that sand friction angles for different initial relative densities converge to a
stress focus at high confining stress approximately 100 atm where the strength behavior is similar to that of a
sedimentary rock dilation of dense sands decreases with increased confining stress until the stress focus is
reached as confirmed using historic high pressure triaxial test data as well with cpt measurements from laboratory
chamber tests and uniform soil layers the paths of convergence to the stress focus are exponentially related to
confining stress and are the basis for development of cpt cone and sleeve friction resistance normalization
techniques the overburden stress at the stress focus is soil type dependent the stress exponent for spt



normalization was shown to be equal to the cpt derived stress exponent cpt correlations to geotechnical properties
were established using both cpt cone resistance and friction ratio geotechnical properties stress exponent sand
friction angles stress normalization soil strength
Power 2010 has power moved out of institutions into the hands of powerful individuals
The European Social Dialogue Under Articles 138 and 139 of the EC Treaty 2008-01-01 describes analyses and
assesses the european social dialogue from a combined theoretical and normative perspective and applies
theoretical strands stemming from industrial relations ec law and political theory to an understanding and
assessment of the genesis actors processes and outcomes of the european social dialogue through 2007
The Powers to Lead 2010-11-25 a book that analyzes what leadership really means and how it relates to power it
will be invaluable for both political and business leaders alike nye developed the concept of hard and soft power
and now he shows how best leaders use both in a smart way walter isaacson president the aspen institute
Mediatization of Politics 2014-05-07 the first book long analysis of the mediatization of politics this volume
aims to understand the transformations of the relationship between media and politics in recent decades and
explores how growing media autonomy journalistic framing media populism and new media technologies affect
democratic processes
Federal Probation 2004 it s rare that a book appears with a fresh perspective on world affairs but renowned
economist ha joon chang has some startlingly original things to say about the future of globalization in theory he
argues the world s wealthiest countries and supra national institutions like the imf world bank and wto want to
see all nations developing into modern industrial societies in practice though those at the top are kicking away
the ladder to wealth that they themselves climbed why self interest certainly plays a part but more often rich and
powerful governments and institutions are actually being bad samaritans their intentions are worthy but their
simplistic free market ideology and poor understanding of history leads them to inflict policy errors on others
chang demonstrates this by contrasting the route to success of economically vibrant countries with the very
different route now being dictated to the world s poorer nations in the course of this he shows just how muddled
the thinking is in such key areas as trade and foreign investment he shows that the case for privatisation and
against state involvement is far from proven and he explores the ways in which attitudes to national cultures and
political ideologies are obscuring clear thinking and creating bad policy finally he argues the case for new
strategies for a more prosperous world that may appall the bad samaritans
American Enterprise: the Next Ten Years 1961 不完全なソフトウェアに依存する社会を指摘
Graphic Record of American Enterprise 1948 the paris agreement s key objective is the strengthening of the global
response to climate change by transitioning the world to an increasingly green economy in this book environmental
tax and climate law experts examine carbon taxes energy subsidies and support schemes for carbon and energy
policies chapters reflect on the underlying policy dynamics and the constraints of various fiscal measures and
consider the harmonisation of smart instrument mixes



The Graphic Record of American Enterprise; Chart Surveys Prepared in Connection with the Annual Meetings 1956 now
in its third edition encyclopedia of public administration and public policy remains the definitive source for
article length presentations spanning the fields of public administration and public policy it includes entries
for budgeting bureaucracy conflict resolution countries and regions court administration gender issues health care
human resource management law local government methods organization performance policy areas policy making process
procurement state government theories this revamped five volume edition is a reconceptualization of the first
edition by jack rabin it incorporates over 225 new entries and over 100 revisions including a range of
contributions and updates from the renowned academic and practitioner leaders of today as well as the next
generation of top scholars the entries address topics in clear and coherent language and include references to
additional sources for further study
Bad Samaritans 2008-09-04 the rapid collapse of socialism has raised new economic policy questions and revived old
theoretical issues in this book joseph stiglitz explains how the neoclassical or walrasian model the formal
articulation of adam smith s invisible hand which has dominated economic thought over the past half century may
have wrongly encouraged the belief that market socialism could work stiglitz proposes an alternative model based
on the economics of information that provides greater theoretical insight into the workings of a market economy
and clearer guidance for the setting of policy in transitional economies stiglitz sees the critical failing in the
standard neoclassical model underlying market socialism to be its assumptions concerning information particularly
its failure to consider the problems that arise from lack of perfect information and from the costs of acquiring
information he also identifies problems arising from its assumptions concerning completeness of markets
competitiveness of markets and the absence of innovation stiglitz argues that not only did the existing paradigm
fail to provide much guidance on the vital question of the choice of economic systems the advice it did provide
was often misleading
欠陥ソフトウェアの経済学 2010-03 the previous editions of this book were best sellers and very well received by aspirants of
limited insolvency examination and insolvency professionals this edition is a thoroughly revised one with finer
and sharper case analysis this book is a guide to a quick understanding of the case laws pertaining to the
insolvency and bankruptcy code 2016 under the limited insolvency examination syllabus effective from 1st july 2019
the book provides case analysis of 59 cases in a simplified manner followed by summary of cases in a tabular
format for easy and better recall the revisionary exercises will help aspirants to remember case laws with
reference to the issues and the decisions therein the book contains multiple choice questions based on the case
analysis specially designed for preparing to give the limited insolvency examination the book also contains 10
practice exams at the end to reinforce the aspirant s knowledge and help crack the examination based on the
feedback received from aspirants the book also contains a tabular presentation of section wise reference of cases
and vice versa
The Green Market Transition 2017-08-25 di gropello analyzes decentralization reforms in the education sector in



latin america their status impact and ongoing challenges by making use of the accountability framework developed
by the world development report 2004 making services work for poor people she starts by identifying three main
groups of models according to the subnational actors involved the pattern adopted in the distribution of functions
across subnational actors and the accountability system central to the model she then reviews the impact of these
models according to the available empirical evidence and explores determinants of this impact extracting lessons
useful to the design of future reforms the author concludes that the single most important factor in ensuring the
success or failure of a reform is the way the accountability relationships are set to work within each of the
models and provides some lessons on how to get these relationships to work effectively she also provides three
main general lessons for selecting successful models 1 avoid complicated models 2 increase school autonomy and the
scope for client power maintaining a clear role for the other accountability relationships and 3 place more
emphasis on the management accountability relationship and the sustainability of the models abstract
Fishery Statistics of the United States 1956 著者らの実践した授業内容を基に 各章末に演習問題を配し また側注でアシストを行ない 初学者が迷わず学べるよう工夫してある 最終章では アド
バンスなプログラミング手法も解説する オブジェクト指向ブログラミングをしっかり学ぶ読者には必携の書である 目次 1 java言語でプログラミングしよう 2 オブジェクト生成とメソッド呼出し 3 クラスの定義 4 基本的な処理の記
述 5 さまざまなデータ構造 6 メッセージパッシング 委譲 7 継承 抽象クラス 8 インタフェース 9 クラス定義に関する諸技術 10 ファイル操作 11 ラムダ式とストリーム
Encyclopedia of Public Administration and Public Policy - 5 Volume Set 2020-08-14 a brookings institution press
and visions of governance for the 21st century publication the latest in a series exploring twenty first century
governance this new volume examines the use of market means to pursue public goals market based governance
includes both the delegation of traditionally governmental functions to private players and the importation into
government of market style management approaches and mechanisms of accountability the contributors all from
harvard university assess market based governance from four perspectives the demand side deals with new revised or
newly important forms of interaction between government and the market where the public sector is the customer
chapters in this section include steve kelman on federal procurement reform karen eggleston and richard zeckhauser
on contracting for health care and peter frumkin the supply side section deals with unsettled questions about
government s role as a provider rather than a purchaser within the market system contributors include georges de
menil frederick schauer and virginia wise a third section explores experiments with market based arrangements for
orchestrating accountability outside government by altering the incentives that operate inside market institutions
chapters include robert stavins on market based environmental policy archon fung on social markets and cary
coglianese and david lazer the final section examines both the upside and the downside of the market based
approach to improving governance contributors include elaine kamarck john d donahue mark moore and robert behn an
introduction by john d donahue frames market based governance as an effort to engineer into public work some of
the intensive accountability that characterizes markets without surrendering the extensive accountability of
conventional government a preface by joseph s nye jr sets the book in the context of a larger inquiry into the
future of governance
Whither Socialism? 1996-01-31 with the incisiveness and lucid style for which he is renowned ronald dworkin has



written a masterful explanation of how the anglo american legal system works and on what principles it is grounded
law s empire is a full length presentation of his theory of law that will be studied and debated by scholars and
theorists by lawyers and judges by students and political activists for years to come dworkin begins with the
question that is at the heart of the whole legal system in difficult cases how do and how should judges decide
what the law is he shows that judges must decide hard cases by interpreting rather than simply applying past legal
decisions and he produces a general theory of what interpretation is in literature as well as in law and of when
one interpretation is better than others every legal interpretation reflects an underlying theory about the
general character of law dworkin assesses three such theories one which has been very influential takes the law of
a community to be only what the established conventions of that community say it is another currently in vogue
assumes that legal practice is best understood as an instrument of society to achieve its goals dworkin argues
forcefully and persuasively against both these views he insists that the most fundamental point of law is not to
report consensus or provide efficient means to social goals but to answer the requirement that a political
community act in a coherent and principled manner toward all its members he discusses in the light of that view
cases at common law cases arising under statutes and great constitutional cases in the supreme court and he
systematically demonstrates that his concept of political and legal integrity is the key to anglo american legal
theory and practice
Analysis of Cases for Limited Insolvency Examination 2019-10-30 with radical and innovative design solutions
everyone could be living in buildings and settlements that are more like gardens than cargo containers and that
purify air and water generate energy treat sewage and produce food at lower cost birkeland introduces systems
design thinking that cuts across academic and professional boundaries and the divide between social and physical
sciences to move towards a transdiciplinary approach to environmental and social problem solving this sourcebook
is useful for teaching as each topic within the field of environmental management and social change has pairs of
short readings providing diverse perspectives to compare contrast and debate design for sustainability presents
examples of integrated systems design based on ecological principles and concepts and drawn from the foremost
designers in the fields of industrial design materials housing design urban planning and transport landscape and
permaculture and energy and resource management
Education Decentralization and Accountability Relationships in Latin America 2004 since the turn of the millennium
it has become clear that the asia pacific region is economically the fastest growing continent in the world and is
likely to remain so for some time despite the setbacks of the covid 19 pandemic asia pacific s share of the world
s gross domestic product gdp doubled from 15 per cent to 30 per cent between 1970 and 2017 and is projected to
account for half of global gdp by 2050 with south east and south asia also growing rapidly with over half the
world s population and three of the world s five largest economies asia is soon poised to home half of the world s
middle class a class that is both the driver and the product of higher education the quality of a country s system
of higher education may be seen both as a gauge of its current level of national development as well as of its



future economic prospects it is therefore natural that the putative asian century should generate interest in the
region s higher education systems which on the one hand share common characteristics a fixation with credentials
and engineering high technology especially among male students and business degrees while at the same time are
also highly differentiated not only across countries but also within as such a better understanding of higher
education achievements failings potential and structural limitations in the asia pacific region is imperative this
handbook presents a number of significant country case studies and documents cross cutting trends relating to
among other things the trilemma faced by governments juggling competing claims of access accessible cost and
quality the balance between teaching and research the links between labour markets demand and higher education
supply preferred fields of study and their consequences the rise of the research university in asia the lure of
institutions of international reputation within the region new education technologies and their effects and trends
in government policy within the wider region and sub regions
オブジェクト指向Javaプログラミング入門　第2版 2018-03 help your students make the leap from theory to practice this handy guide
emphasizes application with straightforward instruction and abundant case material it provides brief tested steps
for addressing management resource and operational needs encouraging students to develop and hone crucial skills
each chapter includes practicing public administration exercises that range from preparing a sample budget to
designing a flowchart to doing a swot analysis with a particular focus on ethics students are not only prepared to
address daily tasks but also to think through sticky moral dilemmas
Statistical Reference Index 1994 juvenile delinquency in europe and beyond results of the second international
self report delinquency study presents the status of juvenile crime and delinquency and its backgrounds in many of
the european union member states as well as in the united states canada venezuela and surinam the book includes
information on key issues in juvenile delinquency such as victimization of young people alcohol and drug use and
its relation to juvenile crime involvement in youth gangs immigration family and school and neighborhood
situations it provides insight into different views on what can be considered juvenile crime what acts are
subsumed in its definition and when we can speak about structural delinquent behavior these insights are based on
self reported information systematically and simultaneously collected from about 70 000 12 15 year old youths in
28 countries until recently the self report methodology has not been applied on such a large scale in an
international context the results of this survey provide new and unexpected data about those young people who
structurally commit criminal acts as well as on the frequency of the behavior and the conditions that have an
impact on offending the wealth of descriptions and insights in delinquency of all these countries will be of great
interest to scholars students and practitioners because of the special character of the publication it is a book
of reference to everyone interested in the backgrounds of juvenile delinquency
Market-Based Governance 2004-05-26 in this volume experts from europe north and south america and asia examine the
complexities of financing installing implementing and regulating public infrastructures employing a range of
methodological approaches including historical and empirical research analytical models theoretical analysis and



sector and regional case studies they consider the economics of infrastructure provisioning by government through
private public partnerships and privatisation arrangements after first treating general investment growth and
policy issues they then offer sector specific analyses of transportation energy telecommunications and water
infrastructures
Law’s Empire 1988-01-01 this book offers a comprehensive guide to implementing sap and hana on private public and
hybrid clouds cloud computing has transformed the way organizations run their it infrastructures the shift from
legacy monolithic mainframes and unix platforms to cloud based infrastructures offering ubiquitous access to
critical information elastic provisioning and drastic cost savings has made cloud an essential part of every
organization s business strategy cloud based services have evolved from simple file sharing email and messaging
utilities in the past to the current situation where their improved technical capabilities and slas make running
mission critical applications such as sap possible however it professionals must take due care when deploying sap
in a public private or hybrid cloud environment as a foundation for core business operations sap cloud deployments
must satisfy stringent requirements concerning their performance scale and security while delivering measurable
improvements in it efficiency and cost savings the 2nd edition of sap on the cloud continues the work of its
successful predecessor released in 2013 providing updated guidance for deploying sap in public private and hybrid
clouds to do so it discusses the technical requirements and considerations necessary for it professionals to
successfully implement sap software in a cloud environment including best practice architectures for iaas paas and
saas deployments the section on sap s in memory database hana has been significantly extended to cover suite on
hana soh and the different incarnations of hana enterprise cloud hec and tailored datacenter integration tdi as
cyber threats are a significant concern it also explores appropriate security models for defending sap cloud
deployments against modern and sophisticated attacks the reader will gain the insights needed to understand the
respective benefits and drawbacks of various deployment models and how sap on the cloud can be used to deliver it
efficiency and cost savings in a secure and agile manner
Design for Sustainability 2012-05-04 this new edition of a 1999 classic shows how institutionalized corruption can
be fought through sophisticated political economic reform
The Oxford Handbook of Higher Education in the Asia-Pacific Region 2023-01-26 an incisive look at the intellectual
and cultural history of free enterprise and its influence on american politics throughout the twentieth century
free enterprise has been a contested keyword in american politics and the cornerstone of a conservative philosophy
that seeks to limit government involvement into economic matters lawrence b glickman shows how the idea first
gained traction in american discourse and was championed by opponents of the new deal those politicians believing
free enterprise to be a fundamental american value held it up as an antidote to a liberalism that they maintained
would lead toward totalitarian statism tracing the use of the concept of free enterprise glickman shows how it has
both constrained and transformed political dialogue he presents a fascinating look into the complex history and
marketing of an idea that forms the linchpin of the contemporary opposition to government regulation taxation and



programs such as medicare
The Public Administrator′s Companion 2010-02-01 this book addresses major issues facing postal and delivery
services throughout the world worldwide there is currently a considerable amount of interest in postal and
delivery economics the industry is reacting to a state of near crisis and is implementing different drastic
changes the european commission and member states are still wrestling with the problem of how to implement entry
liberalization into postal markets how to address digital competition and how to maintain the universal service
obligation uso the postal accountability and enhancement act of 2006 in the u s has perhaps created and
exacerbated the problems faced by usps digitalisation technological development and online platforms are strongly
affecting both the way postal and delivery operators are managing their services as well as their role on the
market strong emphasis was attributed to the assets of postal operators pos and their added value in the digital
age as well as on new business strategies this volume presents original essays by prominent researchers in the
field selected and edited from papers presented at this year s 26th conference on postal and delivery economics
held in split croatia from may 30 june 2 2018 topics addressed by this volume include quality of service last mile
solutions and competition in the liberalized market this book will be a useful tool not only for graduate students
and professors but also for postal administrations consulting firms and federal government departments
Juvenile Delinquency in Europe and Beyond 2009-12-15
The Economics of Infrastructure Provisioning 2015-12-04
SAP on the Cloud 2015-08-03
Corruption and Government 2016-03-07
Free Enterprise 2019-08-20
EDI, UCCnet, and RFID 2004
Mimeograph Bulletin 1950
Proceedings 1964
Rural Sociology Mimeographs 1964
New Business and Regulatory Strategies in the Postal Sector 2019-02-13
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